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Abstract—This paper studies the partially observed stochastic
optimal control problem for systems with state dynamics gov-
erned by Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) that leads to
an extremely large problem. First, an open-loop deterministic
trajectory optimization problem is solved using a black box sim-
ulation model of the dynamical system. Next, a Linear Quadratic
Gaussian (LQG) controller is designed for the nominal trajectory-
dependent linearized system, which is identified using input-
output experimental data consisting of the impulse responses of
the optimized nominal system. A computational nonlinear heat
example is used to illustrate the performance of the approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the stochastic control of partially
observed nonlinear dynamical systems that are governed by
Partial Differential Equations (PDEs). In particular, we pro-
pose a novel data-based approach to the solution of very large
Partially Observed Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs)
wherein the underlying state space is obtained from the dis-
cretization of a PDE; problems whose solution has never been
hitherto attempted using approximate MDP-based techniques.
It is well-known that the global optimal solution for MDPs
can be found by solving the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB)
equation. The solution techniques can be further divided into
model-based and model-free techniques, according to whether
the solution methodology uses an analytical model of the
system or it uses a black box simulation model or actual
experiments. The Reinforcement Learning (RL) techniques
[1, 2] that are based on the Differential Dynamic Programming
(DDP) or iLQG approach [3, 4] have shown the potential for
RL algorithms to scale to higher dimensional continuous state
and control space problems, such as high dimensional robotic
task planning and learning problems.
Fundamentally, rather than solving the derived “Dynamic
Programming” problem as in the majority of the approaches
above that requires the optimization of the feedback law, our
approach is to directly solve the original stochastic optimiza-
tion problem in a “separated open-loop/closed-loop” fashion
wherein: 1) we solve an open-loop deterministic optimization
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problem to obtain an optimal nominal trajectory in a model-
free fashion, and then 2) we design a closed-loop controller
for the resulting linearized time-varying system around the
optimal nominal trajectory, again in a model-free fashion.
Nonetheless, the above “divide and conquer” strategy can be
shown to be near-optimal [5, 6].
The primary contributions of the proposed approach are:
1) We specify a detailed set of experiments to accomplish
the closed-loop controller design for any unknown nonlinear
system, no mater how high dimensional. This series of exper-
iments consists of a sequence of input perturbations to collect
the impulse responses of the system, first to find an optimized
nominal trajectory, and then to recover the Linear Time-
Varying (LTV) system corresponding to the perturbations of
the nominal system in order to design an LQG controller.
2) In general, for large-scale systems with partially observed
states, the system identification algorithms such as time-
varying Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) [7] auto-
matically construct reduced order model of the LTV system,
which results in a reduced order estimator and controller.
Therefore, even for large-scale systems, such as partially
observed systems with dynamics governed by PDEs, the com-
putation of the feedback policy is computationally tractable.
For instance, in the partially observed nonlinear heat control
problem considered in this paper, the complexity is reduced
by O(105) when compared to DDP-based RL techniques.
3) We provide a unification of traditional linear and non-
linear optimal control techniques with Adaptive Dynamic
Programming (ADP) [8] and RL techniques in the context
of Stochastic Dynamic Programming problems.
II. PROBLEM SETUP
Consider a discrete-time nonlinear dynamical system:
xk+1 = f(xk, uk, wk), yk = h(xk, vk), (1)
where x ∈ Rnx , y ∈ Rny , u ∈ Rnu are the state,
measurement and control vectors, respectively, the system
and measurement functions, f(·) and h(·), are nonlinear, and
{wk, vk, k ≥ 0} are zero-mean, uncorrelated Gaussian white
noises with covariances W and V , respectively. In considering
PDEs, the dynamics are discretized using Finite Difference
(FD) or Finite Element (FE), which can lead to a state space
problem consisting of, e.g., millions of states.
The belief b(xk) is the conditional distribution of the state
xk given all past data. In this paper, we consider Gaussian
beliefs denoted by bk := (µk,Σk), where µk and Σk are
the mean and covariance (whose size is O(n2x), which for a
PDE with large nx is extremely large ). We denote the belief
dynamics by bk+1 = τ(bk, uk, yk+1).
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Stochastic Control Problem: Given b0 and a finite time
horizon of N > 0, for unknown nonlinear f(·) and h(·), find
the control policy pi = {pi0, pi1, · · · , piN−1}, where pik is the
control policy at time k and uk = pik(bk), such that
Jpi = E(
N−1∑
k=0
ck(bk, uk) + cN (bN )), (2)
is minimized, where {ck(·, ·)}N−1k=0 denotes the immediate cost
function, and cN (·) denotes the terminal cost.
III. SEPARATION-BASED FEEDBACK CONTROL DESIGN
Let {u¯k}N−1k=0 , {µ¯k}Nk=0, {y¯k}Nk=0, {b¯k}Nk=0 denote the nom-
inal control, state, observation, and belief trajectories of the
system, respectively, where given u¯k = pik(b¯k), we have:
µ¯k+1 = f(µ¯k, u¯k, 0), y¯k = h(µ¯k, 0), b¯k+1 = τ(b¯k, u¯k, y¯k+1),
with the initial conditions of b¯0 = b0, and µ¯0 = E[b0].
The nominal cost and its first order expansion are [5, 9]:
J¯ :=
N−1∑
k=0
ck(b¯k, u¯k) + cN (b¯N ),
J ≈J¯+
N−1∑
k=0
(Cbk(bk − b¯k) + Cuk (uk − u¯k)) + CbK(bN − b¯N )︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:δJ
.
Theorem 1 (Cost Function Linearization Error): The
expected first-order linearization error of the cost function is
zero, E(δJ) = 0.
Theorem 1 shows that the first order approximation of the
stochastic cost function is dominated by the nominal cost
and depends only on the nominal trajectories of the system,
independent of the feedback gain. Therefore, the design of
the optimal feedback gain can be separated from the design
of the optimal nominal trajectory of the system. As a result,
the stochastic optimal control problem can be divided into
two separate problems: the first is a deterministic problem to
design the open-loop optimal control sequence, and hence,
the optimal nominal trajectory of the system. The second
problem is the design of an optimal linear feedback law
to track the nominal trajectory (which is the optimal belief
state trajectory unlike typical trajectory optimization based RL
methods designed for fully observed problems such as [1, 2]).
We propose a three-step framework to solve the stochastic
feedback control problem as follows.
Step 1. Open-Loop Trajectory Optimization in Belief
Space. Solve the open-loop optimization problem given b0:
{u∗k}N−1k=0 = arg min{uk} J¯({bk}
N
k=0, {uk}N−1k=0 ),
bk+1 = τ(bk, uk, y¯k+1), (3)
where the nominal observations y¯k are generated as follows:
xk+1 = f(xk, uk, 0), y¯k = h(xk, 0) with x0 = µ0. Given the
nominal observations y¯k, the belief evolution is deterministic
and the above is a deterministic optimization problem [10].
The open-loop optimization problem is solved using the
gradient descent approach [11, 12] utilizing an Ensemble
Kalman Filter (EnKF) [13]. Denote the initial guess of the
control sequence by U (0) = {u(0)k }N−1k=0 , and the corresponding
belief state estimated using EnKF by B(0) = {b(0)k }Nk=0. The
control policy is updated iteratively via
U (n+1) = U (n) − α∇U J¯(B(n), U (n)), (4)
until a convergence criterion is met, where U (n) = {u(n)k }N−1k=0
is the control sequence in the nth iteration, B(n) = {b(n)k }Nk=0
denotes the corresponding belief, and α is the step-size pa-
rameter. Finlly, denote the nominal belief by {µ¯k, Σ¯k}Nk=0.
Step 2. Linear Time-Varying System Identification. We
linearize the system (1) around the nominal mean trajectory
{µ¯k}. For simplicity, assume that the control and disturbance
enter through same channels and the noise is purely additive:
δxk+1 = Akδxk +Bk(δuk + wk), δyk = Ckδxk + vk, (5)
where δxk = xk − µ¯k, δuk = uk − u¯k, δyk = yk − h(µ¯k, 0)
describe the state, control and measurement deviations from
the nominal trajectory respectively, and
Ak =
∂f(x, u, w)
∂x
|µ¯k,u¯k,0, Bk =
∂f(x, u, w)
∂u
|µ¯k,u¯k,0,
Ck =
∂h(x, v)
∂x
|µ¯k,0. (6)
We identify the system (5) using impulse responses of the
system via the time-varying ERA [7]. Denote the identified
system’s deviations by
δak+1 = Aˆkδak + Bˆk(δuk + wk), δyk = Cˆkδak + vk, (7)
where δak ∈ <nr denotes the reduced order model (ROM) de-
viation states, and nr << nx, thereby automatically providing
a compact parametrization of the problem.
Step 3. Closed-Loop Controller Design. Given system (7),
we design the closed-loop controller to follow the optimal
nominal trajectory, which is to minimize the cost function
Jf =
N−1∑
k=0
(δaˆ′kQkδaˆk + δu
′
kRkδuk) + δaˆ
′
NQNδaˆN , (8)
where δaˆk denotes the estimates of the deviation state δak,
Qk, QN are positive definite, and Rk is positive semi-definite.
For the linear system (7), the “separation principle” of linear
control theory can be used [14], and the design of the optimal
linear stochastic controller can be separated into the decoupled
design of a KF and a fully observed optimal LQR controller.
A flow chart for the Separation-based Nonlinear Stochastic
Control Design is shown in Fig. 2.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We test the method on a one-dimensional nonlinear heat
transfer problem. Let T (x, t) be the temperature distribution
at location x and time t, K(x, T ) be the thermal diffusivity, η
be the convective heat transfer coefficient, u(t) be the external
heat sources and L be the length of the slab. The heat transfer
PDE along the slab along with its boundary conditions is:
∂T
∂t
= K(x, T )
∂2T
∂x2
− ηT + u(t), (9)
T (x, 0) = 100◦F,
∂T
∂x
|x=0 = 0, T (L, t) = 150◦F. (10)
The system is discretized using finite difference method
with a 100 equally-spaced grid points. There are five point
sources evenly located between [0.1L, 0.9L], where the sen-
sors are placed, as well. The total simulation time is 62.5s with
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Fig. 1. Performance of the Proposed Approach
Fig. 2. Separation-Based Stochastic Feedback Control Algorithm
a time-step of 0.25s. The control objective is to reach the target
temperature Tf=(150±3)◦F for the entire field within 37.5s,
and keep the temperature at (150±3)◦F between [37.5, 62.5]s.
The open-loop optimal nominal (belief mean) trajectory and
optimal control are shown in Fig. 3. For the identified reduced
order system, we have Aˆk ∈ <20×20. The feedback design
decouples into the solution of two 20 x 20 Ricatti equations,
one for the controller and one for the Kalman filter. Note that
if we were to use an iLQG-based design, the size of the state
space would be 10100, and the policy evaluation step would
require the solution of a 10100 x 10100 Ricatti equation.
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Fig. 3. Open Loop Optimization Solution
With the identified linearized system, we design the closed-
loop controller. We run 1000 individual simulations with
process noise wk ∼ N(0, I) and measurement noise vk ∼
N(0, I). In Fig. 1(a), we compare the averaged closed-loop
trajectory with the nominal trajectory at time t = 37.5s, t =
62.5s. In Figs. 1(b)-(c), we randomly choose two positions,
and show the errors between the actual trajectory and optimal
trajectory with 2σ bounds in one simulation. For comparison,
the open-loop error is also shown in the figure.
It is observed that the averaged state estimates over 1000
Monte-Carlo simulations runs are close to the open-loop
optimal trajectory, which implies that the control objective to
minimize the expected cost function could be achieved using
the proposed approach. In this partially observed problem, the
computational complexity of designing the online estimator
and controller using the identified ROM model is reduced by
the order of O(n
4
x
n2r
) = O(105), and for a general three dimen-
sional problem this reduction could be even more significant.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a separation-based design of the
stochastic optimal control problem for systems with unknown
nonlinear dynamics and partially observed states. The open-
loop optimization and system identification are efficiently
implemented offline using the impulse responses of the system,
and an LQG controller based on the ROM is implemented
online, which is computationally fast. We showed the per-
formance of the proposed approach on a one-dimensional
nonlinear heat transfer problem.
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